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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this thesis is to implement an anomaly-detection method that can 

be used to detect congestion in a software-defined network. The method incorporates 

spectral graph theory and phantom node techniques. The experimental implementation of 

spectral graph theory used eigenvalue-eigenvector solutions to characterize a 

mathematical model of the network’s topology. In this thesis, we used the phantom node 

technique to determine congestion in the network by using a virtual node to set the 

threshold for available link capacity, or the maximum amount of traffic, that can cross the 

links in the network before the links are considered congested. Results show that when 

the network is congested, a shift occurs in the eigenvalue and eigenvalue index spectrum. 

Prior to congestion, the virtual node has the highest nodal influence in the lowest 

eigenvalue index; however, when a node becomes congested and high traffic in the node 

crosses the threshold set by the virtual node, the congested node takes the position of the 

virtual node in the eigenvalue index. The virtual node shifts to having the greatest nodal 

influence in the next-higher eigenvalue index in the spectrum. Essentially, the results 

show that anomalies, such as congestion, can be detected using the anomaly-detection 

method developed in thesis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Federal laws and confidentiality agreements prevent federal and military 

organizations from obtaining detailed information about the Internet Service Provider 

(ISP) network’s backbone to which the organization is connected; therefore, the 

organizations’ network security must not only be adaptable enough to thwart and mitigate 

internal security breaches but also be able to deter incoming cyber attacks. Software-

defined networks (SDN) are scalable, deployable, and controllable [1]. A SDN consists of 

a network that uses an application to route traffic among the physical network devices. For 

this reason, and due to organizations being targeted through cyber attacks that leave their 

computer networks severely degraded, entities such as commercial enterprises, federal 

organizations, and U.S. internet service providers are adopting SDN technology [2].  

For example, Facebook is deploying SDN technology to change the way hardware 

and software work together in order to reduce cost and increase the scalability and 

manageability of their network. To initiate this effort, Facebook introduced Open 

Compute Project (OCP) in 2013 [3]. By 2015, Facebook had begun using a new open 

source switch, known as the “Wedge” [4], to connect data servers. Traffic is forwarded 

among these switches using the Facebook open switching system (FBOSS), which is 

software-based and comprises applications compatible with the Linux operating system 

(OS).  

A simple layered model of the Facebook SDN is shown in Figure 1. The FBOSS 

provides instructions to ASIC devices for forwarding and management of traffic from and 

to Facebook’s data servers. The FBOSS acting as controller coordinates with each switch 

within the network [5]; the switches advance traffic. For this function, as well as to 

manage traffic that a switch is not designed to handle autonomously, the FBOSS uses an 

agent to configure the internal application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) located 

within each switch. The traffic is then routed to the Facebook data servers based on the 

switches’ routing tables located in the ASIC. The routing tables are populated using 

information on the routes using the network’s border gateway protocol [5]. FBOSS was 
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primarily designed to be used with Facebook data centers [5]; therefore, all routing codes 

are very specific and do not integrate well for use with other data centers.  

 

Figure 1.  The Layered Model of the Facebook SDN. Adapted from [5]. 

The Google wide area network (WAN), known as the B4, is another example of a 

SDN [6]. Unlike Facebook’s FBOSS, the B4 was designed to be operated among a wide 

variety of data centers. In addition, the B4 was built to accommodate high bandwidth and 

flow control throughout the network. The B4 consists of various WANs organized into 

three layers: global, site controller, and switch, as shown in Figure 2 [5]. 

 

Figure 2.  The Main Layers that Make up a B4 WAN. Adapted from [6]. 
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Inside a B4 WAN, the global layer obtains topology about other B4 WANs and 

uses aggregation to reduce routing computation to just include the WAN edges [6]. The 

site controller manages routing and records the state of the network [6]. When changes 

occur in the network state, the switch forwarding tables in the switch layer are updated, 

and the switches forward the packets based on information in the tables [6].  

The functionality of Google’s B4 SDN mimics that of a traditional network in 

which a backbone is used to transport traffic between different autonomous systems. The 

routes for each autonomous system (AS) are aggregated at the external routers using 

external border gateway protocol (eBGP). In many cases, routes in a traditional network 

are determined by processes in the router that use a significant amount of memory and 

lead to increased packet processing delays. The Google WAN B4, on the other hand, uses 

a software application to regulate and manage traffic. This reduces the computational, 

energy, and memory requirements of the routing devices. In addition, due to its 

centralized network state updates, B4 enables centralized flow control that results in 

greater link utilization and reduction of buffering capacity required for large networks 

[6]. In traditional networks, traffic can be controlled via flow control and congestion 

windows determined by algorithms in the router, but for a SDN, traffic flow is managed 

and modified by the controllers. This increased controllability and efficiency of an SDN 

compared to traditional networks are causing more corporations to invest in software-

based networks to manage traffic [7].  

The manageability of the scalable network has also led Department of Defense 

(DoD) agencies to adopt a SDN technology. Since a SDN is expected to be critical cyber 

infrastructure, the DoD must not only identify the vulnerabilities and risks of operating 

on these SDNs but also determine ways of testing for and detecting potential threats [8]. 

Furthermore, DoD entities must also understand the impacts of executed threats on the 

network. Consequently, in this study, we focus on the testing of an anomaly detection 

mechanism designed to detect for network congestion in a SDN. The mechanism can be 

used with other cyber-threat mitigating methods to fortify the DoD’s networks.  
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A. THESIS OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this thesis is to implement and analyze a new anomaly detection 

method in a SDN. This method involves the use of spectral graph theory and the phantom 

node technique to detect congestion in a SDN. Spectral graph theory provides a 

mathematical model that describes the topology of the network. The phantom node is a 

virtual node that is added to the model but not to the physical network. This node is used 

to set the threshold for congestion, or the maximum limit on the amount of traffic 

transiting the nodes in the network. Although congestion can be attributed to various 

events for this study, it can also be caused by a denial-of-service (DoS) attack.  

This work involves the employment of an SDN testbed. The testbed includes a 

controller that directs packets among switches located in the network. The controller also 

collects information about the packets such as the data rate transiting the switches. The 

recorded information is then run in the spectral graph theory-based computer codes to 

obtain a computational model of the network. Within this model, a phantom node is 

added to the network and is used to assist in the detection of congestion.  

B. RELATED WORK 

The controllability of the network provided by a SDN also aids in the 

enhancement of network security. A SDN can be used in conjunction with more 

traditional devices to detect abnormal behavior in the network that may be attributed to a 

specific cyber attack.  

Ashraf and Latif [9] analyzed an anomaly detection technique in which a 

network’s protocols are pre-determined or learned during operation of the network; they 

used a machine-learning technique to abate the effects of distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks 

against a SDN. This technique is employed by acquiring training data for a specific event 

and using the data to generate a model. Attributes based on this model are identified and 

pre-defined in order to label and categorize the training data. An attribute’s category is 

characterized by nomenclature, such as valid or anomalous or, more specifically, a DDoS 

or probe; however, human interaction is necessary for determining the labels. 

Furthermore, acquiring a diverse catalog of training data is extremely difficult [3]. The 
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efficiency of this method depends on the currency of the available labels and the training 

data in the system. While the implementation of graph theory methods and the phantom 

node technique on a SDN in this thesis allows for the establishment of baseline states of 

the network, it also enables anomaly detection in the traffic pattern of a network with 

minimum human interaction once the network and protocols are established.  

Giotis et al. [10] examined the performance of a SDN as an entity that aids in 

detecting abnormal behavior in more traditional networks. An algorithm is employed to 

determine the internet protocol (IP) addresses that have abnormal traffic behavior. The 

algorithm calculates the number of packets routed between a specific IP and all other IPs 

at any given time. The computed value is compared to the average number of packets 

routed between these same IP addresses, and the resulting information is used to 

determine if an anomaly exists within the network [10]. In this thesis, we use the packet 

rate in and out of the switches to aid in determining if abnormal behavior in the network 

is present.  

Johnson [11] introduced a new anomaly detection method, which provides the 

foundation for this thesis. Spectral graph theory and the phantom node technique are 

implemented in simulations in a virtual SDN environment in order to obtain a 

computational view of the state of the network and, more specifically, detect congestion 

in the network. The results in [11] demonstrate that the behavior of traffic-transiting 

devices in a SDN can be characterized using eigenvalues, which can be manipulated into 

more illustrative objects such as plots and graphs. As the nodes become congested, these 

Eigenvalues change, thereby shifting the eigenvalue spectrum of the network. In this 

thesis, spectral graph theory methods and phantom node technique are applied to a SDN 

testbed to help determine the real-time network state before and after the network 

experiences congestion. Results, including changes in the network eigen spectra, are 

expected to be similar to those seen during the MATLAB simulations presented in [11]. 

C. ORGANIZATION 

Previously established anomaly detection methods for complete networks are 

summarized in Chapter II. The framework for the implementation of the spectral graph 
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theory and the phantom node technique to detect congestion in a SDN testbed are 

presented in Chapter III. The results and the discussion in Chapter IV depict and explain 

the eigen spectrum of the network to indicate whether congestion is present. Highlights of 

the work reported in this thesis and recommendations for future work are presented in 

Chapter V. Finally, the MATLAB code used to implement a model of the network and 

provide the eigen spectrum is documented in the Appendix.  
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II. BACKGROUND 

Network security has become important as communities of hackers, cyber spies, 

and cyber terrorists expand. These communities generate and release computer viruses, 

DoS mechanisms, and other computer network degradation entities to conduct destructive 

operations against electronic machines and networks [12]. These events can result in 

physical and financial damages.  

The cyber community is looking for ways to mitigate these threats. To mitigate 

the effects of these organic or inorganic threats to computer networks, the potential 

complications that may result from their execution must be known. Events, such as 

congestion of traffic, unexplained failure of network devices, or compromised 

administrator accounts may be anomalies that arise in the affected network [10]. Once the 

possible outcomes are considered, detection methods must be incorporated into the 

network to distinguish between the normal and abnormal function of such an entity.  

One of the anomalies that occurs in a network is congestion, which may be due to 

a large burst of packets from a source, a downed link in the network, or a network attack. 

A well-documented cyber attack technique, namely, DoS and, more specifically, DDoS is 

known to cause a buildup of traffic in the network [9]. A DDoS attack is described in this 

chapter. Additionally, methods of detecting congestion resulting from these attacks are 

considered.  

A method tested in this thesis that involves the employment of a SDN, as well as 

spectral graph theory and phantom node techniques, has the ability to enhance a 

network’s security through monitoring the network and detecting congestion.  

A. CONGESTION 

Congestion can occur on a link when a router reaches its buffering capacity. 

Congestion could be due to the amount of traffic surpassing the link data rate. This may 

happen when data that is transiting a faster network link is routed over to a slower link 

[13]. Furthermore, a buildup of traffic may be present at a router when the amount of 

inbound traffic to a router exceeds the amount of outbound traffic. This may occur when 
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the traffic load is not balanced in the network. More traffic is diverted through one router 

in the network than through other routers, or a router may experience a burst of high 

volume traffic in a short period of time. As a result, the incoming traffic at the router 

surpasses the router’s buffer capacity, and, essentially, the rate of incoming packets 

outpaces the rate of outgoing packets of the router.  

This event leads to packets being dropped or lost in the network [13]. As the 

volume of packets transiting the network increases, the throughput rises as well. As the 

network traffic begins to reach the network’s capacity, the rate at which the throughput 

increases begins to slow down and congestion occurs. To mitigate this event, the router 

utilizes traffic management schemes to prioritize and drop packets of lesser importance 

[14]. As a result, the throughput of packets with higher priority increases at the expense 

of other traffic.  

Given the above information, a network’s vulnerability to congestion can be 

exploited by attackers as a way to disrupt the network and prevent the flow of data. 

Attacks can be used to deliberately cause congestion at a router or in a specific area of a 

network. One type of attack that can generate a buildup of traffic and create congestion is 

a DoS attack, which is discussed further in Section B.  

B. DENIAL OF SERVICE 

A DoS attack ultimately prevents authorized users from using sections of a 

network. This type of attack can be implemented when a host is compromised and 

maliciously used to attack the network, such as through the transmission of a large 

quantity of packets to hosts in the targeted network [15]. This significant transmission 

load results in congestion [15]. The congestion reduces the network’s capability to 

continue to effectively transmit information. A specific DoS attack, termed a DDoS 

attack, employs multiple hosts to deliver a coordinated attack against the network [15]. 

One way to conduct a DDoS attack, which is demonstrated in this research, is by 

attacking the network using a botnet. 

A botnet is a network of bots or hosts infected with malicious code that originates 

from a botmaster. The code is known as bot binary code and is transmitted to a target host 
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on the botnet. Once the code has been injected, the botmaster is informed via an action 

known as call-home or rallying. The proliferation of the binary code to other bots within 

the net is accomplished through two methods of propagation, active and passive [16]. The 

propagation simulated in this thesis is active.  

In the active mode, a bot conducts a scan on other hosts within the net to 

determine a door into the system and acquires high-level privileges to the host, enabling 

the injection of the malicious code. Another mechanism of infecting other hosts of the 

target network is by using a worm; the worm replicates and spreads without human 

interaction and provides the backdoor necessary to implant malicious code [16]. Once the 

bot binary code is installed on a host, the infected host is now a bot.  

The ultimate objective of creating a botnet is to enable the botmaster to increase 

the arsenal used to attack and control systems within a network. Bot binary code enables 

the botmaster to gain control of hosts to gather information, deny service, and conduct 

other injurious activity; therefore, the employment of botnets is advantageous to 

botmasters [16]. The frequency of DoS and DDoS attacks is growing, and as a result, 

researchers are looking for efficient ways to manage and monitor physical networks.  

C. SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORK 

A SDN is programmable and routes traffic in a network by using an OpenFlow 

interface that enables transmission of information between a SDN controller and 

associated network devices. OpenFlow incorporation into a SDN is further explained 

below.  

A SDN consists of three layers (top down): 3) application layer, 2) control layer, 

and 1) infrastructure layer, as outlined in Figure 3 [11].  
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Figure 3.  Three-Layer SDN Architecture. Adapted from [11].  

A SDN controller houses the routing instructions and protocols. The controller 

revises the routing tables in the routers using the OpenFlow interface. Utilizing a secure 

channel, a SDN controller communicates with each switch to update flow entries in the 

switches. The switches rely on the flow tables to correlate flow rules for inbound packets 

in order to ensure that each packet is appropriately forwarded to its next destination [11]. 

In brief, each packet is forwarded based on the rules listed in the switch’s flow table.  

A SDN controller also includes a monitoring function. Here, data such as the 

types and number of packets transiting the network, the status of the switches in the 

network, and the network configuration are provided to the controller by the switches 

[11]. This data is then compiled in a read-state message that provides a statistical view of 

the network.  

The statistical data within the read-state message can be utilized to determine the 

connectivity within the network at each switch. The information can also assist in 

determining if traffic congestion exists. When a packet reaches a switch, it is queued, 

processed, and then transmitted. If the number of inbound and queued packets is greater 

than the number being processed and transmitted, then congestion occurs [10]. This 

situation can be deliberately generated using the previously discussed DDoS attack. In 

order to mitigate DDoS attacks and manage their effects, congestion must first be 
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detected in the network using network security utilities to prevent network performance 

degradation.  

D. SDN FOCUSED CONGESTION DETECTION METHOD 

One way to implement network security tools and manage DDoS attacks is 

through the use of the OpenFlow protocol in an SDN. To determine the network state and 

detect anomalies in a SDN, Sahri and Okamura [17] introduced the concept of OpenSec, 

in which security protocols can be executed within the network. OpenSec utilizes the 

OpenFlow scheme as a frame of reference, adopting the same method of operation in 

which the protocols run above the network devices. These policies produce information 

that yields traffic flow statistics, applicable security attributes that apply, and the 

selection of reactive pre-planned responses for constituents determined to be malicious 

[17]. Traffic flow statistics can be used to generate models to obtain detailed information 

about the network.  

Once the topography of a network is known, traffic flow statistics are recorded to 

obtain additional information regarding the state of a network. The link capacity and 

maximum data rate between nodes in a network enable the operator to analyze the 

operation of the network for the purpose of distinguishing between normal and abnormal 

operating behavior of the network [11].  

For this reason, in [11] it was suggested to utilize spectral graph theory to obtain a 

model and determine the state of a SDN. Graph theory enables the characterization of a 

network by considering the adjacency, degree, and Laplacian matrices to model the 

network; therefore, the work in [11] involves utilization of graph theory and the phantom 

node or switch as essential components in examining the health and the level of 

connectedness among nodes in a network to determine the existence of congestion. In the 

following subsections, we describe the adjacency matrix, degree matrix, and Laplacian 

matrix and explain the concept of the phantom node.  
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1. Adjacency Matrix 

The adjacency matrix  represents a connectivity model of the physical network 

[11]. Each element 
ijW

 
in the matrix represents a link weight. A network consisting of n  

nodes or switches can be represented as 

  . (1) 

The link weights are initially designated with a 1 or 0 to show if a link exists between 

nodes in the network, providing a matrix model of the network’s topology. The 1s are 

subsequently replaced with pre-defined link weights or link capacities (0 1)ijW   

between the nodes to simulate the available channel capacity between the nodes in an 

actual network.  

2. Degree Matrix 

The degree matrix is an integer diagonal matrix and is represented as  

   (2) 

where a diagonal entry nd  indicates the number of links connected to node n .  

3. Laplacian Matrix 

The Laplacian matrix is generated as the difference between the diagonal matrix 

and the adjacency matrix:  

  

 L D A  . (3) 

A
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The eigenvalues   and eigenvectors x  of the Laplacian matrix are calculated using  

 . (4) 

The ( , )x  pairs are utilized to characterize behavior of each node within the network. 

Nodes, as determined by the corresponding link weights, influence the eigenvalues (nodal 

influence) [11]. An eigenvector affects an eigenvalue when it is multiplied by an 

eigenvalue. Nodes with greater influence on the larger eigenvalues are determined to be 

more connected to the network than those with larger influence on smaller eigenvalues 

[11]. The number of eigenvalues is equal to the number of nodes in the network and is 

represented by an eigenvalue index, which is referred to as the eigenvalue index spectrum 

of the network [11]. As the link capacity between the nodes changes, matrices A , D , 

and L  change as well [11], causing the network’s eigenvalue index spectrum to change to 

update the connectivity status of the network.  

4. Phantom Node 

Although traffic flow can be monitored within the topographical model generated 

by Equations (1), (2), (3), and (4), the determination of the occurrence of congestion in 

the network remains to be answered. To determine that congestion exists, an anomaly in 

the network state must first be detected. Consequently, to determine that an anomaly 

exists within a SDN, the introduction of the phantom node was proposed [11]. A phantom 

node, or reference node, is added to the computational network defined in adjacent matrix 

 to monitor the available link capacity to determine if an anomaly exists. The modified 

adjacency matrix with the addition of the phantom node is given by  

  , (5) 

where 
npW

 
is the link weight due to the attachment of the phantom node to node n  [11]. 

  (L - Il)x = 0

	A
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The phantom node is attached to the most central node, or the node with the 

highest degree [11]. In addition, the phantom node’s link weight is set at a value that 

causes the phantom node to have the greatest nodal influence on one of the smaller 

eigenvalue indices [11]. Given that link weight has an impact on the results from 

Equations (3) and (4), the phantom node can be used to set the threshold for the minimum 

amount of link capacity that can remain available without congestion [11].  

When a specific node is flooded with a level of traffic that exceeds the threshold, 

the node eventually becomes saturated, and its connectivity to the network is significantly 

reduced. Additionally, the congested node’s nodal influence shifts within the network to a 

lower position in the eigenvalue index spectrum. The congested node now exercises a 

greater nodal influence in the eigenvalue index where the phantom node’s eigenvalue 

dominates; thus, the phantom node gains nodal influence in the next highest eigenvalue 

index [11]. Essentially, the congested node’s nodal influence in the eigenvalue index or 

eigenvector spectrum shifts. With the occurrence of congestion, the change in traffic flow 

at the node of concern results in a higher nodal influence due to the amount of traffic 

passing the volume set by the threshold.  

The data noted in [11] presents the simulated results obtained when using the 

spectral graph and phantom node techniques; however, the implementation of these 

mechanisms within a non-ideal computational environment and the feasibility in which a 

timely computation to monitor network traffic and detect congestion on a real network 

remains unknown. The work in [11] reflects the spectral graph technique implemented in 

a perfect environment where link capacities between the nodes are exactly the same. In 

addition, delays such as queuing, processing, and transmission delays of packets do not 

exist. For this reason, the real-time implementation of the work in [11] on a SDN testbed 

is the object of thesis. The simulations in [11] involve MATLAB code to simulate 

congestion in a network by simply adjusting the link weights between the nodes, not by 

actually congesting the switches with traffic. 
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E. IMPLEMENTATION OF SDN CONGESTION DETECTION 

In any network, delays in packet propagation, processing time, and queuing must 

be considered as well as the time slot required to run the traffic monitoring and 

congestion detection code. Other factors that affect congestion and traffic flow are 

duration of the congestion and the constraints of the physical devices employed in the 

network. The complication of real-time monitoring and detection is that anomalies 

occurring in traffic are of short duration [18]. Because the operational design of a SDN 

may limit the accuracy of the traffic flow statistics, equipment limitations must be 

considered [19]. If the entity to be measured is delay, then delay within the switches, the 

maximum link rate of the measuring unit, and the delays in the communication channel 

between the controller and the switches must be taken into account. In addition, the 

controller’s data-handling capacity also affects the scalability of a SDN and, 

consequently, the detection mechanism within a network [19]. As the network grows 

beyond a specific size, more controllers may need to be added or the anomaly detection 

scheme modified to detect anomalies.  

In summary, in this thesis we outlined and discussed the results obtained during 

the real-time execution of the proposed detection scheme on a physical SDN testbed. We 

compare between the original findings documented in [11] and results from the 

experiments during the operation of a network under normal and adverse environments 

and with and without a phantom node. Theoretically, results should be consistent with the 

simulated results in that appropriate shifts must be seen in the network’s eigenvalue and 

eigenvalue index spectrum with the presence of congestion. In the next chapter, we lay 

out the proposed detection scheme for implementation of the spectral graph and phantom 

node methods on a SDN testbed.  
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III. PROPOSED SCHEME 

The proposed scheme of utilizing a SDN and detecting for congestion in the 

network is presented in this chapter. Network traffic is collected and used to determine 

the link weights between the nodes. The link weights are then used to calculate the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors associated with the network, which in turn can be used to 

determine the topological view of the network and provide the network’s eigen index 

spectrum.  

A. THE PROPOSED CONGESTION DETECTION SCHEME 

The SDN testbed consists of three basic components: the controller, the switch, 

and the host. There exist a total of n  switches, m  hosts, and a controller in the network 

under consideration. This is displayed in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4.  The SDN 

The controller enables the user to configure the network devices and, thus, have 

full control of the network. The hosts send packets to the switch to which they are 

attached. Next, messages regarding the packets are sent from the switch to the controller. 
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The controller responds with flow rules that enable the switches to direct the packets to 

their respective destinations. The general operation of the SDN is illustrated in Figure 5. 

Fundamentally, the controller and switches work cooperatively to transport packets 

between the devices and provide statistical information regarding the switches and links. 

The proposed scheme for detection is detailed below.  

 

Figure 5.  The SDN Operational Flow Chart 

Every time the SDN is initialized, the controller must learn the location of all 

hosts in the network through the exchange of routine setup messages. These messages are 

the real-time normal traffic transiting the network. Once the network is set up, the user 

traffic flows through the network.  

1. Traffic Data 

Traffic statistics at each switch, such as the number of incoming and outgoing 

packets, are collected by the controller. The controller is configured to continuously 

estimate the link capacity between the switches. The controller also provides the up or 

down status of the switches. This information is logged in various files designated by the 

network manager. The SDN congestion detection scheme is outlined in Figure 6, laying 

out the process for determining the state of the network. The scheme, consisting of four 

steps, yields an output that is used to determine the state of the connectivity within the 

network.  

 

Figure 6.  Proposed Congestion Detection Scheme 
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Given data rate information from the controller, the link weights are calculated 

and used to update the adjacency matrix. The matrix elements are initialized to a one or 

zero to represent the links between the switches that are connected (see Equation (1)). 

Each element 
ijW

 
in A  represents the link weight or link capacity between the 

thi  and 

thj  switch. When a phantom node is added to the computational model of the network, 

A  is updated to reflect Equation (5) in which 
npW  is the link weight due to the 

attachment of the phantom node to the model.  

2. Eigen Characteristics 

Once the link weight information is obtained, the scheme computes the 

eigenvectors and eigenvalues using Equation (4). The resulting eigen characteristics are 

used to obtain the SDN topology and the eigen index spectrum. 

3. Network Topology and Eigen Plots 

A comprehensive topographical model of the network, which is based on the 

eigen information, is formulated [11]. In addition, the eigenvalue-eigenvector solution for 

each switch at different instances of time are plotted and compared. Furthermore, the 

eigenvalues are indexed for each switch. This enables the nodal influence for each switch 

to be determined [11]. The total number of indices is n  , the number of switches. Since 

eigenvalues mathematically reflect the amount of traffic transiting each switch and the 

connectivity and health within the network, the resulting model, plots, and graphs are 

interpreted to determine the status of the SDN [15].  

4. Congestion Detection 

Network data obtained by the controller when the SDN is not experiencing 

congestion is analyzed first to establish a baseline. The topological and graphical 

representations, which are obtained when the network is operating under normal 

conditions with no simulated attack, provide a baseline. The baseline results are 

compared to the results when anomalies are present.  
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B. COMPUTATION METHOD 

The data rate across each switch is used to compute the network state and the 

level of connectivity between nodes. In this thesis, we employ the spectral graph and the 

phantom nodes techniques to obtain a model and the state of the network in real-time 

[11]. A phantom node is mathematically attached to one of the most central nodes, which 

is usually the node with the highest degree in the network. The phantom node in the 

computational model enables the determination of the network state, as well as the 

condition of the links and switch. The phantom node sets the threshold for congestion, 

and the amount of traffic transiting the nodes over time is used as the link weights. The 

link weights 
ijW   are calculated based on the link utilization 

ijU   [20],  

 ij

ij

ij

O
U

R
   (6) 

  

where 
ijO  is the number of bits per second transiting the links between the nodes per 

second and 
ijR  is the maximum datarate of the link measured in bits per second (bps); 

however, what is actually recorded in the data file is the number of bits going in and out 

of the nodes at each instance of time at each node, not the number of bits per second 

transiting the links as reflected by 
ijO . Consequently, since the information that is needed 

from 
ijO  is not directly available from the measured data, what is provided in the 

measured data must be transformed in order to determine the fraction of the link capacity 

actually used for packets to transit the links between nodes. Equations (7), (8), and (9) 

contain the steps used to calculate 
ijU .  

 The rate of transmission for each link between the nodes 
ijTR

 
is first computed 

from 

 RTij
=

Tt2
- Tt1

E
  (7) 
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and represents the calculated transmission rate between two nodes: 
1t

T  is the number of 

bits through a node’s port at the previous time 1t  , 
2t

T  is the number of bits transmitting at 

the present time 2t  , and E  is the difference in time between 1t  and 2t  . Next, the rate 

ijXR   at which packets are received is calculated from 

 
		
R

X
ij

=
X

t
2

- X
t

1

E
,  (8) 

where 
it

X  is the number of bits received through a node’s port at previous time 1t  and 

2t
X  the number of bits received at the present time 2t .  

Finally, the link weight 
ijW  between the nodes is determined using 

 
max

1 1
ij ijT X

ij

ij

R R
W

R R

  
      
  

  (9)  

where  maxR
 
is the maximum link capacity. In Equation (9), the fraction of link capacity 

used to transmit and receive data, i.e., link utilization 
ijU  from Equation (6), is calculated 

and then subtracted from 1.0 to determine the respective link capacity available for 

transmission and reception of packets between nodes. An adjacency matrix as given in 

Equation (1) is then formed using these link weights 
ijW . From the adjacency matrix A , 

a degree matrix D  is produced. The degree matrix displays the number of links attached 

to each node. A Laplacian matrix L  is then calculated using Equation (3) [21], [22]. 

  Finally, eigenvalue and eigenvector solutions of matrix L  are computed. The 

elements 
ijl  of the Laplacian matrix L  are given as 

 
1

0

ij ij

n

ij ij

j

W if a K

l W if i j

otherwise



 



 




  , (10) 
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where K  is the set of links between two nodes i  and j  and 
ija  represents an element in 

A  [21], [22]. This information is then used to plot the network graph G . Graph G  is 

represented in two ways: 1) as ( , , )G n L W , where a mathematical topology is generated 

without a phantom node; and 2) as ( , , , , , )p p p pG n K W n K W , where the phantom node is 

included and 
pn  is the phantom node, 

pK  is the link between the phantom node and the 

node to which it is attached, and 
pW  is the link weight associated to that link [22].  

Although this thesis research is based on work provided in [11], there are 

significant differences between the two. The spectral graph and phantom node 

simulations from [11] are conducted on a virtual SDN setup using a MATLAB program. 

Randomness that occurs in the network is mathematically accounted for in the virtual 

environment. The program allows the link weights to be manually altered so that the 

network statistics mirror that of a network experiencing congestion; however, in the 

testbed, randomness is caused by real traffic transiting the SDN.  

As the SDN is initialized, the controller, hosts, and nodes must learn about each 

other. This is done by using protocols, such as address resolution and domain name 

server (DNS) protocols. Relearning takes time, as there exists no historical or cached 

information in any of these devices. In addition, the learned routes between the devices 

upon each SDN initiation can be different. As a result, each startup of the network may 

result in different data rates and, therefore, link weights in the adjacency matrix. 

Consequently, the node where congestion is detected may not be the same after each 

network startup.  

The experiments conducted on the SDN testbed are based on the foundation 

provided in [11] and take into consideration the constraints of the equipment used. The 

experiment design, computation, and results are outlined in the next chapter.  
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IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

The implementation of the proposed scheme and the specific computation method 

are outlined in this chapter. The testbed and the associated devices are described. The 

experiment is run for various lengths of time for each shift in location of the server and of 

the phantom node in the adjacency matrix. Plots of the results are presented to reflect the 

network state and the impact of the DoS attack in relation to a node’s nodal influence in 

the eigen spectrum. In essence, the results depict a reaction that occurs in the eigenvalue 

spectrum not only when the phantom node is added to the network but also when 

congestion occurs.  

A. THE SDN TESTBED 

The experiments are executed on a SDN testbed to obtain data about the network. 

In this experiment, a Ryu application is created and run as the controller. The hosts are 

Raspberry Pis. The switches, also known as the nodes, are HP 2920 switches. A traffic 

monitor application is built within the Ryu application. The application is employed to 

monitor network traffic at the controller and output flow data of incoming and outgoing 

packets. Meanwhile, each switch within the SDN sends messages to the Ryu application. 

The content within the messages pertains to traffic transiting that switch. The switch acts 

on the packets based on the responses received from the Ryu application. Finally, a 

botmaster established on a Linux computer connected to a SDN employs the Raspberry 

Pis to establish the botnet and conduct a DoS attack. A simple diagram of the testbed is 

shown in Figure 7. The roles of each of the devices in the diagram are discussed in more 

detail later on in this chapter. 

The data about the network is extracted by the Ryu application and compiled into 

files using a Python computer program on a Linux system connected to the SDN via a 

Wi-Fi router for further analysis. The current and past packet data transmitted at each 

node is computationally compared and used to determine the link weights between the 

nodes. The link weights are used in the adjacency matrix in a computer program code that 

generates a graphical representation of the network topology updated at each time step. 
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Figure 7.  Testbed SDN Diagram  

The code also produces a bar graph depiction, which is updated simultaneously, that 

reflects the connectivity of the all nodes in the network using eigenvectors and 

eigenvalues. The experimental design includes a testbed containing 50 Raspberry Pis that 

are physically connected to six SDN switches or nodes. The OpenFlow switches are also 

interfaced with a Ryu controller, which is the Ryu SDN application. The controller 

houses the Ryu-Manager responsible for calling application program interface (API) 

functions that directly interface with the switches. 

The controller, switches, and hosts makeup the SDN. The configuration of the 

devices is depicted in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8.  Diagram of the Network Connectivity 
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The switches are nodes 1 through 6 and interface with the Ryu controller. The hosts are 

not pictured, but each switch has a number of hosts attached to it. In the next section, we 

describe each of the component’s operational connection with one another.  

1. Controller 

In order to setup a SDN on the testbed, the Ryu SDN application is scripted using 

Python and modified as necessary to control the network. The Ryu shell, or controller, 

initially contains the Ryu-manager. The automated application used to set up and 

maintain the communication between devices and the Ryu application manager reside 

within the Ryu-manager [23], [24]. The application manager allows the uploading of 

applications designed for monitoring and routing. The monitoring application is designed 

to continuously monitor traffic, which in this case consists of the user datagram packets 

(UDP) permitted to transit the network. The routing application is a switch flow code that 

aids in the controller’s collection of flow and port data at each node. The monitoring and 

switch flow commands are part of the Ryu manager. In addition, the application uses the 

OpenFlow protocol to communicate with the switches and to manage and direct traffic 

within the SDN. The Ryu application also dynamically generates a media access control 

(MAC) table. The MAC table lists the MACs of associated devices in the network and 

their corresponding ports [23], [24]. Because the information in the table is dynamic, a 

new table is created every time the controller is reset. Information passed by the switches 

to the controller helps to generate this table.  

2. Switches 

The switches direct packet traffic among the hosts. Moreover, the switches 

interface with the Ryu controller to receive instruction on what action to take when 

packets transit the nodes. A switch examines the incoming packets to determine the host 

from which the packet was sent and the host’s associated MAC address and port. Next, 

the switch checks the packet’s destination address and determines if the address belongs 

to a “learned” host or a host within the switch’s table. If so, the switch, with the use of the 

packet-out function, forwards the packet to the host. If not, the switch employs the same 

function, floods the network with an address resolution protocol (ARP) message in order 
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to locate the destination host and port. The host of interest responds to the message, and 

the switch adds the information of the destination host and of the routes taken to the end 

host to the flow table [23]. The route that results in the fastest response to the ARP 

message is then added to the flow table. This flow table is associated with the switch 

from where the ARP message originated.  

The testbed switches are HP 2920 Series switches designed to accommodate a 

SDN with OpenFlow protocol. The switches are rated to have 176 gigabit per second 

(Gbps) maximum switching capacity and 130.9 million packets per second (Mpps) 

throughput capability [25]. Each switch interfaces with the hosts as well as the controller. 

In addition, for this experiment, the link capacity is limited to 10.0 Mbps per switch.  

3. Hosts 

The host devices are Raspberry Pis and are connected to the OpenFlow switches. 

Data about the Raspberry Pi packets that transit the switches are sent to the controller 

from the switches. The Raspberry Pis are Acorn Reduced Instruction Set Computing 

(RISC) Machine (ARM) band computing devices with 512 MB random access memory 

(RAM). The Pis are variant Model B+ and are capable of operating with an 8.0 gigabyte 

(GB) New Out of the Box Software (NOOBS) installer that includes the Raspbian OS 

[26]. The Pis are connected via Ethernet with a maximum data rate limited to 100 

megabits per second (Mbps) for UDP. The Raspberry Pis are used to execute a DoS 

attack on the network.  

A DoS attack is conducted by a botmaster. Firstly, the botmaster runs what is 

considered a “malicious” traffic generation code and logs, via secure shell (SSH), into the 

Raspberry Pis. Secondly, the botmaster instructs each Raspberry Pi to generate UDP 

traffic. Thirdly, a node designated as the server is also logged into, via SSH, using a 

Linux computing device. The server is directed by a programmer to “listen” for UDP 

traffic. This latter instruction provides the destination location for the packets. Finally, 

changes in the network state are logged using the monitor and route applications to 

determine the network’s connectivity and traffic flow. 
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B. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SCHEME 

In this section, we explain how a MATLAB code implements spectral graph 

theory and the phantom node insertion to obtain a model of the state of the network at a 

given time. Since for the testbed the controller does not output the data rate but rather 

logs the packet transmit times in and out of each node, the link weight is determined by 

comparing traffic measured at those times using Equations (7), (8), and (9). Resulting 

link weights are used to solve Equation (4). Solutions for Equation (4) are then used to 

determine a topology of the network and the eigenvalue spectrum. The MATLAB code is 

documented in the Appendix.  

The experiment is run with and without the phantom node. For example, for the 

network shown in Figure 8, without the phantom node, link weights 
1 2,n nW  are included as 

   (11) 

where 
1 2,n nW  is the link weight calculated for connecting nodes 1n  and 2n . The topology 

of the network is determined from the eigen solutions generated via the calculations at 

each instance of time using the spectral graph method. Next, the congestion at the node is 

detected by employing the phantom node concept.  

The phantom node sets the limit for congestion and is mathematically attached to 

the most central node. For the six-node network in Figure 8, the attachment of the 

phantom node to the network in Equation (5) is expressed as 
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  , (12) 

where 
,p nW  and 

,n pW  represent the link weight values for the nodes attached or not 

attached to phantom node p .  

At commencement of the experiment, the phantom node, node 7, is linked with 

node 6. Node 6 is the most central node in the network, and the reason for this centrality 

is further discussed in the next section. The corresponding configuration of the SDN is 

depicted in Figure 9.  

 

 

Figure 9.  Initial Configuration of the SDN 

It is important to remember that the phantom node is not controlled by the controller 

because the node does not physically exist. The node is only seen at the computational 

level. The MATLAB code is used to generate a computational model that determines the 

topology of the network and the nodes’ eigenvalue and eigenvalue index spectrums.  
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C. RESULTS 

The results as discussed in the previous section are divided in two groups: 1) 

network topology and eigenvalue spectrums for a network not undergoing attacks and 2) 

network topology and eigenvalue spectrums for a network being attacked. Calculations 

are also made when the phantom node(s) and the server are attached to different nodes in 

the SDN to observe the impact on the eigenvalues and eigenvalue indices.  

1. Network under Normal Conditions without Congestion 

The normal traffic pattern for the SDN is determined by capturing the behavior of 

traffic when the network is not under attack. The computation of eigen data enables the 

construction of the SDN topology and the eigenvalue and eigenvector index spectrums. 

This normal traffic pattern represented by the computed SDN topology and spectra is 

used as a basis to make comparisons and to detect abnormal behavior in the network 

when congestion occurs. Observations recorded under normal conditions as the phantom 

node or servers are shifted to different nodes during each experiment are included in the 

following sections.  

A snapshot of the network behavior without the phantom node is illustrated in 

Figure 10. Notice that the topology of the network is symmetrical about zero along the y-

axis. The network’s topology is determined using eigenvectors 2 and 3. The eigenvalue 

spectrum displays the eigenvalues of the nodes at each instance of time. Although 

symmetry is present in Figure 10(a), node 6 has the largest eigenvalue in the greatest 

index during operation without congestion in the network, as displayed by Figures 10(b) 

and 10(c). This makes node 6 the most central and means that the node has the greatest 

connectivity out of all the nodes in the network. In addition, the nodes with the highest 

level of connectivity, i.e., nodes 5 and 6, influence eigenvalue index 6 the most, as 

depicted in Figure 10(c). 
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Figure 10.  Network Behavior Without Phantom Node 

In contrast, the least connected nodes, i.e., nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4, dominate the lower 

indices in nodal influence. Note that in index 5, all of the nodes have the same amount of 

influence. 
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a. Phantom Node Attached to Node 6, Server at Node 1 

The SDN exhibits consistent behavior under normal conditions (no attack) and, as 

previously discussed, node 6 was found to be the most central node based on the 

eigenvalue index spectrum. The phantom node (denoted node 7 here) is now attached to 

node 6. The resulting adjacency matrix is given by 

  ,  (13) 

where 
6,7W

 
and 

7,6W  reflect the communication link between nodes 6 and 7. The 

network’s topology and eigenvalue index spectrum are then computed. The server is 

placed at node 1 to provide a baseline for the network’s behavior under normal conditions 

with a phantom node attached. The impact of moving the server is seen in Subsection 

C.2.b. 

The network behavior with the phantom node is shown in Figure 11. The 

topology of the network is seen in Figure 11(a). Each node, with the exception of the 

phantom node, is represented by a green dot. The location of the green dot reflects a 

node’s position within the two-dimensional (2-D) eigenspace. The link with no dot 

depicts the point of attachment of the phantom node to the network. Along with the 

network topology, the eigenvalue spectrum is also generated by the MATLAB algorithm. 

The spectrum is illustrated in Figure 11(b). In this figure, nodes 5 and 6 are shown as 

having the highest eigenvalues. Both of these nodes hold the highest degrees as well. 

Meanwhile, nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 occupy the lowest eigenvalues on the graph. The 

eigenvalue index spectrum is displayed in Figure 11(c). The spectrum also depicts node 

7, the phantom node that sets the threshold for congestion, as having the greatest nodal 

influence in index 2, one of the lowest indices. By contrast, node 6, one of the nodes with 

the highest level of degree, dominates eigenvalue index 7. 
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Figure 11.  Network Behavior with Phantom Node Attached to Node 6, 

Server at Node 1 

This is one of the most central nodes with the greatest connectivity.  
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b. Phantom Node Attached to Node 5, Server at Node 1

The phantom node is shifted to next most central node, node 5, to determine if 

there is a shift in the network’s topology and eigenvalue spectrum. In this scenario, 

similar results to those previously reported are observed. The adjacency matrix is 

modified to reflect the node’s change of position as given by  

 , (14) 

where the new location is notated by 
5,7W and 

7,5W . 

Figure 12.  Network Behavior with Phantom Node Attached to Node 5 
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The updated network configuration, according to this shift in the phantom node 

position, is depicted in Figure 12(a). Note that node 5, not 6, dominates in nodal 

influence in eigenvalue index 7, as seen in Figure 12(b).  

c. Phantom Nodes Attached to Node 5 and Node 6, Server at Node 1

Two phantom nodes were then added to the network to determine if this improved 

detection time; however, other changes were noted when this occurred. When two 

phantom nodes are added to the SDN configuration in the adjacency matrix A , the model 

provides a more symmetrical view of the network. The attachment of the phantom nodes 

is expressed as 

(15) 

where 
5,8W , 

8,5W , 
6,7W , and 

7,6W represent the connection between the nodes. The 

centrality of the network is displayed when two phantom nodes are attached to the base 

configuration, as shown in Figure 13. 

While the eigenvalue spectrums do not change, the SDN connectivity becomes 

more symmetrical about zero on the x-axis as illustrated in Figure 13(a). Furthermore, as 

displayed in Figure 13(b), the phantom nodes are nodes 7 and 8. The nodes’ eigenvalues 

result in them having the greatest nodal influence in eigenvalue index 3, shown in Figure 

13(c). The most central nodes, nodes 5 and 6, dominate eigenvalue index 7 and 8. In 

addition, node 3 has the largest eigenvalues in indices 3 and 6, while nodes 2 and 4 have 

the most influence on 5. 
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Figure 13.  Network Behavior with Phantom Nodes Attached to Nodes 5 and 6 

Overall, during normal conditions, the eigenvalues of each node are consistent; 

however, the network topology and the eigenvalue index spectrum vary for different 

configurations. The node connected to the phantom node has the greatest nodal influence 
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in the highest eigenvalue index. Furthermore, by comparing Figures 6 through 9, we can 

see that the supplementation of this node affects the eigenvalues and eigenvalue index 

spectrums. The node to which the phantom node is attached not only increases in degree 

but also in the level of connectivity. The eigenvalue associated with the nodes normal 

operation also increases; therefore, the phantom node affects the mathematical degree and 

connectivity of the node to which it is linked. In contrast, the phantom node has the most 

nodal influence in the lowest eigenvalue index, which occurs because the phantom node 

sets the threshold for congestion.  

This documented behavior and the characteristics of the network provide a basis 

for identifying anomalies. In the next subsection, we demonstrate the behavior of the 

SDN testbed when it operates under a simulated DoS attack and compare the results to 

those provided in this subsection.  

2. Network during Congestion 

A DoS attack is conducted for each network configuration to observe the impact 

of congestion on each node. The attacks are conducted on the same configurations 

presented in Section 1. 

a. Phantom Node Attached to Node 6, Server at Node 1 

Nodes become congested as a DoS attack is conducted against the server at node 

1. The network’s topology is transformed as nodes are flooded with packets, as shown in 

Figure 14. Note the shifting of the nodes within the eigenspace.  
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Figure 14.  Congested Network Behavior with Phantom Node 

The normal centrality of the network, shown in Figure 14(a), shifts during the 

DoS attack, as shown in Figures 14(b) and 14(c), then returns back to its normal 

configuration, shown in Figure 14(d), when the congestion has subsided.  This 

phenomenon is due to the effects of the fall of the eigenvalues as the nodes in the 

network become more congested, as depicted in Figure 15. The original eigenvalues, 

shown in Figure 15(a), decrease with the occurrence of increasing congestion, as shown 

in Figures 15(b) and 15(c). The eigenvalues then return to the previous eignevalues once 

the congestion in the network subsides, as illustrated in Figure 15(d). 
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Figure 15.  Congested Network Eigenvalue Behavior: Phantom Node 

Attached to Node 6  

The eigenvalue index also changes as the traffic transiting the nodes exceeds the 

congestion threshold. This threshold is set by phantom node 7, which starts off in index 2 

before congestion, as shown in Figure 11(c). Traffic crosses the threshold at node 3, 

resulting in a shifting of the node’s greatest nodal influence in the eigenvalue index 

spectrum. When the network is in normal conditions, as depicted in Figure 11(c), node 3 

dominates in nodal influence in index 5; however, as we see in Figure 16, node 3 has the 

most nodal influence in eigenvalue index 2 during the DoS attack at 350 s. Node 3, 

initially, has very little influence in index 2, as shown in Figure 16(a). As node 3 crosses 

the congestion threshold set by the phantom node, node 7, node 3 plays an increased role 

in index 2, as shown in Figures 16(b) and 16(c), shifting the eigenvalue index spectrum.  
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Figure 16.  Congested Network Behavior with Phantom Attached to Node 6  

As a result, post DoS attack, node 7 dominates index 2 again as shown in Figure 16(d). 

Essentially, the phantom node is shifted to a higher index and node 3 to a lower index. 

b. Phantom Node Attached to Node 5 

When the phantom node is shifted to node 5, the configuration transforms as the 

node experiences congestion during the attack; however, the effects of congestion on the 

nodes when the server is on node 1 and node 3 vary. Congestion was seen sooner when 

the server was attached to node 3 because the congestion threshold set by node 7 was 

crossed more rapidly. This can be seen by comparing eigenvalues associated with nodes 5 

and 3 in Figures 17(a) and 17(b). In addition, during the experiment, an instantaneous 

shift in the eigenvalue index was observed in the laboratory when the server was on node 

3 as the network was attacked. While node 3 is the first to cross the threshold in both 

cases, node 4 was the second node to cross the threshold. This is reflected in Figures 

17(c) and 17(d). Node 1 was the next node to exceed the threshold when the server was 

connected to node 1.  
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Figure 17.  Congested Network Behavior with Phantom Node 

Attached to Node 5  

By attaching the phantom node, node 7, to node 5 and shifting the server between 

node 1 and node 3, the time at which congestion was reflected in the network was 

impacted. Results in Section 1b of this chapter help to provide information that is used to 

explain the outcomes observed in this situation.  

In Figure 12(a), node 1 is the node with the greatest nodal influence in eigenvalue 

index 3, meaning this node is one of the least connected nodes. Furthermore, node 1 is 

directly linked to the two most central nodes, nodes 5 and 6, the nodes with the most 

connectivity. This is depicted by the positions of dominance at the higher end of 

eigenvalue index spectrum in Figure 12(b). The connection enables the node to not 

become congested as quickly because nodes 5 and 6 have three nodal interfaces through 

which UDP traffic can be diverted; however, node 3 is linked to the two least central 

nodes, nodes 4 and 2. These nodes only have a sum of two interfaces. Furthermore, in 

Figure 12(c), these nodes have the most nodal influences on eigenindex 4, showing them 

to be less connected than nodes 5 and 6. Consequently, the impact to the eigenvalues 
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happens more quickly as node 3 experiences congestion at a higher rate; therefore, we 

observed a shift in the eigenvalue index spectrum at a quicker rate when the server was 

on node 3 due to the effect of the eigenvalue characteristics, degree, and connectivity of 

the node. The next configuration to undergo a DoS attack is one that consists of two 

phantom nodes.  

c. Phantom Node Attached to Nodes 5 and 6 

By supplementing two phantom nodes, nodes 7 and 8, to the network 

configuration, we detected congestion in the network more rapidly. In Figure (18), node 5 

is attached to node 8, and node 6 is attached to node 7. When comparing Figure 14, 

where only one phantom node is added, to Figures 18(a) and 18(b), in which only the 

server is moved with the network, both configurations maintain the more symmetrical 

topology. This topology is similar to the one exhibited when the network is not in a 

congested environment, as shown in Figure 13(a). Topology shifts during the DoS attack, 

as shown in Figure 18(a). The DoS attack commences around 95 s, as displayed by the 

fall in eigenvalue plots in Figure 18(b). Congestion in the network is reflected starting at 

125 s, as shown in Figure 18(c).  

In Figures 18(e) and 18(f), we see that the UDP traffic at node 3 is the first to 

exceed the congestion thresholds set by nodes 7 and 8. As illustrated in Figure 18(f), out 

of the two phantom nodes, only node 8 continues to shift as congestion at node 3 cause 

nodes 3 and 4 to dominate in nodal influence in eigenvalue indices 3 and 4.  

In retrospect, the server being moved from node 1 to node 3 significantly impacts 

the eigenvalues at each node. This is due to node 1 being directly connected to the most 

central nodes and node 3 to the least. In addition, in Figure 17, only one node passes the 

threshold in a 50-s time interval; however, as depicted in Figures 17(d) and 18(f), the 

eigenvalue index, where one of the phantom nodes held the greatest nodal influence, 

changes twice. We observed that the addition of two phantom nodes increases the rate at 

which congestion is detected. 
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Figure 18.  Congested Network Behavior with Two Phantom Nodes  

Furthermore, traffic in node 3 crosses the congestion threshold regardless if one 

or two phantom nodes are present. Lastly, congestion is detected more quickly when the 

server is placed on node 3. 

In summary, the results indicate that an anomaly, in this experiment congestion, 

can be detected in a network. The spectral graph representation can be used to provide a 

mathematical model of the configuration of the network. In addition, the phantom 

node can be used to set the congestion threshold. Congestion is reflected when the 

available link capacity threshold is exceeded due to traffic volume at other nodes. 

The eigenvalue index spectrum shifts as the congested node’s traffic exceeds the 
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threshold and the node’s nodal influence becomes greater in one of the lowest eigenvalue 

indices within the eigenvalue index spectrum.  
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V. CONCLUSION 

Spectral graph and phantom node techniques are implemented on a SDN and 

analyzed to determine the real-time state of the network prior to and after congestion. The 

spectral graph methods allow mathematical modeling of the topology of the network 

based on eigenvalue-eigenvector solutions. The eigenvalues aid in determining the nodal 

influence and connectivity of each node in a network. To calculate the eigenvalues, data 

regarding the number of packets transiting each node are sent to the controller. A 

MATLAB code is used to manipulate the data into more interpretable information and 

compute the eigenvalues and eigenvector vectors. Experiments were conducted under 

two operating conditions: when the network was under DoS attack and when the network 

was not under DoS attack. Network behavior under no attack was used as a baseline and 

compared to the behavior observed under DoS attack.  

The results of implementation of the spectral graph and phantom methods on the 

SDN are similar to those in [11]. The phantom node causes the node to which it is 

attached to have the highest nodal influence in the highest eigenvalue index. In the DoS 

attack that causes congestion, a shift occurs in the eigenvalue and eigenvalue index 

spectrum. The phantom node, which sets the threshold for congestion and originally had 

the greatest nodal influence in the lowest eigenvalue index, dominates in nodal influence 

in the next higher index. This is due to the amount of traffic transiting another node 

exceeding the traffic threshold of the phantom node. When this occurs, the node that 

exceeds the available link capacity threshold obtains the most nodal influence in the 

phantom node’s original eigenvalue index. When two phantom nodes are added, the 

supplemented nodes increase the rate of detection, i.e., they decrease the time that a shift 

in the eigenvalue index spectrum is observable. Regardless of the number of phantom 

nodes attached, the node with the smallest degree and directly connected to the other least 

central nodes is the first to surpass the congestion threshold; therefore, the spectral graph 

theory and phantom node technique are useful in detecting congestion in software-

defined network under a DoS. 
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A. CONTRIBUTIONS 

Several contributions were made to the overall study of using spectral graph 

theory and phantom node techniques to detect congestion in a SDN in this thesis. Results 

from implementation on a testbed in which actual traffic was used to congest the network 

were also presented.  

The addition of two phantom nodes in the network enables the detection of 

congestion more quickly than with one phantom node. The second phantom node 

provides an additional threshold as it is placed on the second highest central node in the 

SDN; however, there is no change in the time rate of congestion at the least central node 

regardless of whether one or two phantom nodes are present.  

Finally, by moving the server affected with malicious code, another anomaly was 

observed. When the server was placed on the least central node, congestion was detected 

more quickly. This is illustrated in starting at Chapter IV, Subsection C.2.b. 

B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Although congestion is detected when caused by a DoS, there remains room for 

future studies. The work in [11] and this thesis only lays the framework for detecting 

congestion, not for determining the cause. This study implemented the work in [11] on a 

small SDN testbed and showed that congestion can be detected when a DoS is simulated 

on the network. The drawback is that the experiment only evaluated the ability to detect 

congestion using spectral graph theory and phantom node methodology, not to detect the 

reason behind the congestion. In a future study, once congestion is detected, further 

analysis should be developed to determine if the packets are malicious. Computer 

algorithms that distinguish good from bad packets may be used to trace the path from 

which the packets came.  

Additionally, decision-making mechanisms can be employed in future research to 

isolate the malicious packets to prevent them from causing significant damage in the 

network. These packets could also be used to trace the path back to the node from which 

the attack occurred.  
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APPENDIX 

% Script for Congestion Analysis Using Spectral Graph Theory and Phantom Node Technique 

 

% Author: Thomas Parker, 2015 for calculations of link weights and generation of matrix A 

% Modified by: Moniqua Maxie, 2015 

  

close all 

clear all 

clc 

  

[time3, portstats3]=importdata3('PortStats3.txt',1,26); 

[time5, portstats5]=importdata5('PortStats5.txt',1,26); 

[time6, portstats6]=importdata6('PortStats6.txt',1,26); 

  

time_then=[time3(6);time5(6);time6(6)]; 

  

rx3_7_then=portstats3(8,4); 

rx3_9_then=portstats3(10,4); 

tx3_7_then=portstats3(8,6); 

tx3_9_then=portstats3(10,6); 

  

rx6_11_then=portstats6(12,4); 

rx6_9_then=portstats6(10,4); 

rx6_12_then=portstats6(13,4); 

tx6_11_then=portstats6(12,6); 

tx6_9_then=portstats6(10,6); 

tx6_12_then=portstats6(13,6); 

  

rx5_11_then=portstats5(12,4); 

rx5_9_then=portstats5(10,4); 

rx5_7_then=portstats5(8,4); 

tx5_11_then=portstats5(12,6); 

tx5_9_then=portstats5(10,6); 

tx5_7_then=portstats5(8,6); 

  

% the addition of a phantom node to the adjacency matrix 

adj= [0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0; 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0; 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0; 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0; 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1; 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0; 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0]; % phantom node 7 attached to nodes 5 and 6 

L=diag(sum(adj))-adj; 

[Vbase,Dbase]=eig(L); 

max_r=10e6/8; 

  

ref=Vbase(:,4:6)*Vbase(:,4:6)'; 

dist=sqrt(Vbase(:,2).^2+Vbase(:,3).^2); 

pause(2) 

t = linspace(0,2*pi); 

mins=20; 

delay=1; 

  

counter=1; 

FigHandle = figure('Position', [100, 100, 1049, 895]); 

subplot(2,2,1) 
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for x=1:mins*60 

 [time3, portstats3]=importdata3('PortStats3.txt',1,26); 

 [time5, portstats5]=importdata5('PortStats5.txt',1,26); 

 [time6, portstats6]=importdata6('PortStats6.txt',1,26); 

 if isempty(portstats3) || isempty(portstats5) || isempty(portstats6) || isempty(time3) || isempty(time5) || 

isempty(time6) == 1 

 %do nothing 

 S = 'empty import'; 

 disp(S) 

 else 

 time_now=[time3(6);time5(6);time6(6)]; 

 del_time=time_now-time_then; 

 if del_time(1) < 0 

 del_time(1)=del_time(1)+60; 

 end 

  

 if del_time(2) < 0 

 del_time(2)=del_time(2)+60; 

 end 

  

 if del_time(3) < 0 

 del_time(3)=del_time(3)+60; 

 end 

 del_time 

 x 

 if abs(del_time(1)-del_time(2))>.5 || abs(del_time(1)-del_time(3)) > .5 || abs(del_time(2)-del_time(3)) > .5 

 % do nothing 

 S = 'del_time too large'; 

 disp(S) 

 %time_then=time_now; 

 else 

  

 rx3_7_now=portstats3(8,4); 

 rx3_9_now=portstats3(10,4); 

 tx3_7_now=portstats3(8,6); 

 tx3_9_now=portstats3(10,6); 

  

 rx6_11_now=portstats6(12,4); 

 rx6_9_now=portstats6(10,4); 

 rx6_12_now=portstats6(13,4); 

 tx6_11_now=portstats6(12,6); 

 tx6_9_now=portstats6(10,6); 

 tx6_12_now=portstats6(13,6); 

  

 rx5_11_now=portstats5(12,4); 

 rx5_9_now=portstats5(10,4); 

 rx5_7_now=portstats5(8,4); 

 tx5_11_now=portstats5(12,6); 

 tx5_9_now=portstats5(10,6); 

 tx5_7_now=portstats5(8,6); 

  

 lwrx_1=(rx6_11_now-rx6_11_then)/del_time(3); 

 lwtx_1=(tx6_11_now-tx6_11_then)/del_time(3); 

  

 lwrx_2=(rx5_11_now-rx5_11_then)/del_time(2); 
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 lwtx_2=(tx5_11_now-tx5_11_then)/del_time(2); 

  

 lwrx_3=(rx6_9_now-rx6_9_then)/del_time(3); 

 lwtx_3=(tx6_9_now-tx6_9_then)/del_time(3); 

  

 lwrx_4=(rx6_12_now-rx6_12_then)/del_time(3); 

 lwtx_4=(tx6_12_now-tx6_12_then)/del_time(3); 

  

 lwrx_5=(rx3_7_now-rx3_7_then)/del_time(1); 

 lwtx_5=(tx3_7_now-tx3_7_then)/del_time(1); 

  

 lwrx_6=(rx3_9_now-rx3_9_then)/del_time(1); 

 lwtx_6=(tx3_9_now-tx3_9_then)/del_time(1); 

  

 lwrx_7=(rx5_7_now-rx5_7_then)/del_time(2); 

 lwtx_7=(tx5_7_now-tx5_7_then)/del_time(2); 

  

 lw(1)=(1-(lwrx_1/max_r))*(1-(lwtx_1/max_r)); 

 lw(2)=(1-(lwrx_2/max_r))*(1-(lwtx_2/max_r)); 

 lw(3)=(1-(lwrx_3/max_r))*(1-(lwtx_3/max_r)); 

 lw(4)=(1-(lwrx_4/max_r))*(1-(lwtx_4/max_r)); 

 lw(5)=(1-(lwrx_5/max_r))*(1-(lwtx_5/max_r)); 

 lw(6)=(1-(lwrx_6/max_r))*(1-(lwtx_6/max_r)); 

 lw(7)=(1-(lwrx_7/max_r))*(1-(lwtx_7/max_r)); 

 lw 

 

 % phantom node on node 5 and 6 

 adj=[0 0 0 0 lw(2) lw(1) 0 0; 0 0 lw(5) 0 0 lw(4) 0 0; 0 lw(5) 0 lw(6) 0 0 0 0; 0 0 lw(6) 0 lw(7) 0 0 0; lw(2) 

0 0 lw(7) 0 lw(3) 0 1; lw(1) lw(4) 0 0 lw(3) 0 1 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0]; L=diag(sum(adj))-adj; 

 [Vnow,Dnow]=eig(L); 

  

 % Author: Jamie Johnson's, 2014 for generating the computational model and eigen spectrums 

 % Modified by: Moniqua Maxie, 2015 

 

 % Call Nodal Basis [7] 

 model=nodalbasis(n) 

 

 vec(:,1:7,x)=[Vnow(:,2),Vnow(:,3),Vnow(:,4),Vnow(:,5),Vnow(:,6),Vnow(:,7),Vnow(:,8)];  

 vals(:,x)=diag(Dnow); 

  

 if Vnow(1,2) > 0 

 Vnow(:,2)=Vnow(:,2).*-1; 

 end 

  

 if Vnow(2,3) < 0 

 Vnow(:,3)=Vnow(:,3).*-1; 

 end 

  

 data1=(lwtx_1+lwtx_2)*8; 

 data5=(lwrx_2+lwtx_3+lwrx_7)*8; 

 dataall = 

(lwrx_1+lwtx_1+lwrx_2+lwtx_2+lwrx_3+lwtx_3+lwrx_4+lwtx_4+lwrx_5+lwtx_5+lwrx_6+lwtx_6+lwrx_

7+lwtx_7)*8 

  

 subplot(2,2,1) 
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 gplot(L,[Vnow(:,2),Vnow(:,3)]) 

 grid on 

 hold on 

 for y=1:6 

 str=sprintf('%0.0f',y); 

 text(Vnow(y,2)-.05,Vnow(y,3)-.05,str); 

 end 

  

 for y=1:6 

 fromavg=(.56-(sqrt(Vnow(y,2)^2+Vnow(y,3)^2))); 

 green(y)=1-abs(fromavg/.25); 

 if fromavg > 0 

 blue(y) = fromavg/.25; 

 red(y) = 0; 

 else 

 blue(y) = 0; 

 red(y) = -1.*fromavg/.25; 

 end 

 if red(y) > 1 

 red(y) = 1; 

 end 

 if green(y) > 1 

 green(y) = 1; 

 end 

 if red(y) < 0 

 red(y) = 0; 

 end 

 if green(y) < 0; 

 green(y) = 0; 

 end 

 plot(Vnow(y,2),Vnow(y,3),'r.','MarkerSize',30,'Color',[red(y),green(y),0]) 

 hold on 

 plot(.56.*cos(t),.56.*sin(t)) 

 end 

 xlim([-1,1]) 

 ylim([-1,1]) 

 title('Network in 2-D Eigenspace') 

 hold off 

  

 figure(1) 

 subplot(2,2,2) 

 hold on 

  

 title('Total Data Rate in the Network') 

 xlabel('Time (sec)') 

 ylabel('Data Rate (bps)') 

 grid on 

 plot(x,dataall,'.r','MarkerSize',5); 

  

  

 xlim([1,60*mins]) 

 %ylim([0,max_r]) 

 hold off 

  

 %figure(3) 
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 subplot(2,2,3) 

 hold on 

  

 % when two phantom nodes are attached 

 plot(x,Dnow(1,1),'r.','MarkerSize',5); 

 plot(x,Dnow(2,2),'g.','MarkerSize',5); 

 plot(x,Dnow(3,3),'k.','MarkerSize',5); 

 plot(x,Dnow(4,4),'b.','MarkerSize',5); 

 plot(x,Dnow(5,5),'c.','MarkerSize',5); 

 plot(x,Dnow(6,6),'m.','MarkerSize',5); 

 plot(x,Dnow(7,7),'y.','MarkerSize',5); 

 plot(x,Dnow(8,8),'y+','MarkerSize',5); 

 xlim([1,mins*60]) 

 ylim([0,6.5]) 

 grid on 

 title('Eigenvalues') 

 xlabel('Time (sec)') 

 ylabel('Eigenvalues') 

 legend('Node 1','Node 2','Node 3','Node 4','Node 5','Node 6', 'Node 7', 'Node 8') 

 hold off 

  

 state=Vnow(:,4:6); 

 statematrix=state*state'; 

 error=norm(ref-statematrix,'fro'); 

  

 xlim([1,60*mins]) 

 %ylim([0,max_r]) 

 hold off 

  

  

 rx3_7_then=rx3_7_now; 

 rx3_9_then=rx3_9_now; 

 tx3_7_then=tx3_7_now; 

 tx3_9_then=tx3_9_now; 

  

 rx6_11_then=rx6_11_now; 

 rx6_9_then=rx6_9_now; 

 rx6_12_then=rx6_12_now; 

 tx6_11_then=tx6_11_now; 

 tx6_9_then=tx6_9_now; 

 tx6_12_then=tx6_12_now; 

  

 rx5_11_then=rx5_11_now; 

 rx5_9_then=rx5_9_now; 

 rx5_7_then=rx5_7_now; 

 tx5_11_then=tx5_11_now; 

 tx5_9_then=tx5_9_now; 

 tx5_7_then=tx5_7_now; 

  

 time_then=time_now; 

  

 end 

 end 

  

 pause(delay) 
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end 
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